Week of: Oct. 15-19, 2019

Parent’s Initials: _________

Classroom News
—Ms. Crabtree’s Class—
Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

night
bright
find
light
wild
high
blind
fight
sight
kind
sign
knight
mild
right
sigh

Problem of the Day
(POD):

4x7=28 7x4=28
28/4=7 28/7=4
4x8=32 8x4=32
32/4=8 32/8=4
Multiplication for the
Week: 4’s
Homophones:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They will be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday (10/19)—Spelling, Vocabulary Test, POD Test,
Multiplication Test (4’s), Reading Test, Sight Word List 5
Test
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: asking/Answering Questions, Central
Message, and Novel Study: The One and Only Ivan
(Ch. 33-47)
Math: Multiplication
Grammar: Types of Sentences, Common/Proper
Nouns
History/Science: Map Skills/Static Electricity and
Magnetism

Important Dates:
Oct. 16— Report Cards
Oct. 17— PTO, 3rd Grade sings 6pm
Oct. 21—No School for Students,
Parent Conference Day
Vocabulary Words:
discovered- to learn something new for the first
time
announced- to say something to a group of people,
to give information
solution- the answer to a problem
stealing- taking something that does not belong to
you without paying or asking first
obsessed- to always be thinking about something to
the point where you just can’t stop
rummage- to dig around and look through
something, to search
dilemma- a problem that you have
overlooked- to not see something, to not notice
secretly- to do something in a way that you do not
want anyone to know about
fortunate- to be very lucky, to have good luck
agreed- to say yes, to accept something
scoop- to pick up and move something
happily- to do something with a good attitude, in a
cheerful way
earn- to make money for doing something for
others
Sight Words:
List 5 on sight word sheet on the back of the orange
folder.

Homophones
Word

Meaning

whether
weather

which one
forecast

piece
peace

a slice
a state of tranquility or quiet

board
bored

a piece of lumber
lacks interest in one’s activity

by
buy
wait
weight

beside
to purchase
to stay
how heavy something is

